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Introduction

This spirit of innovation was evident in the Efma–
Accenture Innovation in Insurance Awards for 2021. 
Innovation submissions shot up by almost 30%, with 
460 submissions received. A diverse spectrum of 
insurance companies engaged with the awards, with 
289 institutions from 55 countries submitting their 
top innovations. 

The winners were selected by a panel of judges 
comprising senior executives from insurers 
worldwide, and online voting by peers. Over 3,400 
online voters cast 9,250 votes to decide on the 
winning innovations in the six categories. Twenty-
five judges evaluated 54 nominees against the three 
scoring criteria of impact, originality and universality. 

The 460 submissions revealed strong trends, 
and presented a portrait of the opportunities that 
lie in the current industry. The sheer increase in 
submissions was a testament to the adaptability 
of the industry and the willingness to meet new 
customer expectations. The focus on integrated 

digital experiences powered by AI confirmed that 
insurers are entering a new era of transformation 
– transformation of distribution, transformation 
of servicing, and transformation of the insurance 
operating model. All of this is empowered and 
accelerated by technology, mostly AI and  
cloud technologies. 

As witnessed by the continued focus on ecosystems, 
insurers are partnering with related industries to 
access new customers and add deeper value  
to consumers. 

While digital tools are important in making new value 
propositions a reality, insurance carriers are as good 
as the employees that work for them. That means 
a dedicated focus on the insurance workforce  
and the platforms that serve them is required. 
Insurers are leveraging the digital platforms and 
processes that made collaboration possible in 
2020 to kickstart greater innovation, wellness and a 
cohesive working environment.

Insurers are listening to their employees and 
consumers. Leading insurers want to be sought after 
and defined by their positive impact. This extends 
beyond their immediate team and customers, and to 
their greater world, with sustainability becoming an 
increasing area of focus. Insurers are realising that 
issues of climate change and sustainability not only 
impact how they calculate and mitigate risk, but can 
be a point of differentiation. 

As this year’s trends, winners and innovations show, 
the future of insurance is one defined by positive, 
high-impact change. 

Insurers are listening
to their employees

and consumers

If 2020 was the year that insurers were disrupted, 2021 was the year that this disruption transformed into ongoing innovation. The 
insurance industry, from its core offerings, to its customers and to its employees, looked completely different. Insurers had grown 
comfortable with change being the norm, and that innovation was the key quality to survival in a recovering global economic climate. 
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Our analysis of this year’s entries, in comparison with the 2020 innovations, 
identified six key trends, which we explore in more detail in this paper:

2021 Innovation trends

Trend 1 
CX, upleveled  
Providing an anywhere/ 
everywhere experience

Trend 2 
Pervasive AI  
Leveraging AI at scale  
across the value chain
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Trend 3 
Embedded  
ecosystems  
Blending insurance within  
broader propositions

Trend 4 
Phygital health  
and wellness  
Offering end-to-end health  
& wellness services
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Trend 5 
Workforce transformation  
Empowering new ways of 
collaborating & working

Trend 6 
Insurance goes green  
Reimagining insurance  
with a new perspective
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The changing insurance innovation landscape
What is the focus of your innovation efforts?

Insights from the 2021 entries

Low Medium

Growth rate 
2021 vs 2020

High

Medium

Low

High

Phygital health  
& wellness

Pervasive AI

CX, upleveled

Workforce 
transformation

Embedded 
ecosystem

Insurance  
goes green

Circle size reflects the volume of 2021 entries.

Level of 
Maturity

We used rich text analysis to identify the underlying  
trends in this year’s award entries. Here’s what we found:
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CX, 
upleveled
The expectation on what an insurance 
experience must deliver has radically 
changed. Consumers, accustomed to 
the anywhere, everywhere convenience 
of other industries, expect the same from 
their insurance provider. More than that, 
they are looking for insurers to create 
deeper value and meaningful experiences 
in their management of risk. For this 
reason, it was unsurprising that almost 
every insurance company that submitted 
to the awards has reimagined their 
experience in some way.

MACARENA is redefining experiences through an innovative AI voicebot. The voicebot provides an 100% 
automated First Notice of Loss in home insurance claims. The solution combines the latest technologies 
-NLP, ML, predictive models, but also deep knowledge of the processes, the service and the expertise in the 
business. Although there are a large amount of voicebots in the market, Macarena goes one step further 
by taking into account a large variety of terms and narratives to perfectly understand customers´ frequent 
expressions and match them with specialists´ vocabulary. As a result, it offers a smart, simple, seamless 
experience to the customer.

Quick Sigorta surety insurance is the first and only 
insurer in the sector to offer 100% online products 
tied to surety ecosystem (government bodies 
& other institutions) inquired to control data. It 
provides customers a serious cost advantage by 
reducing labor force and reducing costs. Quick 
Sigorta has introduced an important product to the 
sector as it is able to meet the guarantee needs in 
both public tenders and private sector, create an 
alternative to letters of guarantee issued by banks, 
and provide an advantage to the real sector in order 
to use credit limits in other areas.  
 
“Our 100% online surety bond also received a 
lot of attention in the pandemic. In Turkey, it was 
necessary to go through a difficult process only to 
get the surety bond letter given by the banks. 

A large number of individuals and companies that 
wanted to receive a letter of guarantee had to go 

through a process that was carried out manually in 
banks, causing the customer to go to the bank and 
spend up to several days of waiting times. With this 
innovation, Quick Sigorta has created a solution 
to this need of both the insurance sector and the 
banking sector.

As a first in the world and as a necessity of the 
pandemic, business people received surety  
bonds online and participated in electronic  
tenders by applying for surety bonds from their 
houses and offices. It was aimed to minimize the 
use of labor and reduce costs by managing  
the entire application, evaluation and approval  
process online. In the process, application, credit 
score calculation and evaluation, finalization  
stages are carried out online thanks to specially 
developed technical infrastructures.” - Pinar Guzey, 
CMO & CDO

All insurers are 
reimagining  
their experiences  
in some way
The Efma-Accenture Innovation In Insurance Awards 20218



AXA Assicurazioni has created an integrated and 
transversal capability for the profiled and intelligent 
management of complex contents to be made 
available automatically and quickly. This streamlines 
the management of requests from customers, 
distribution networks (banks, agents, dealers) and 
internal users. This is achieved through a centralized 
and single operating model for the creation, profiling 
and approval of content across all directions created 
on Salesforce.com workflow. It is fully integrated with 
company websites, and provides an essential basis for 
a digital and intelligent customer/distributor experience 
that can proactively manage needs with dynamic 
FAQs, ChatBot and VocalBot, internal knowledge 
automatically proposed based on the category of the 
request being managed. The platform allows for the 
ongoing co-creation and continuous improvement of 
contents thanks to a voting and feedback process for 
both internal and external users. 
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) is the technology 
reshaping how insurers operate and engage with 
their customers. It is also intrinsically linked to 
Redefining Experience. AI defines experience and 
experience defines AI. So significant is this trend 
that we have seen it applied at scale across all 
dimensions of the value chain. 

AXA’s A.Iconic Claims leverages a cloud-based 
ecosystem of common smart data and AI services 
across AXA International Entities around the world for 
motor claims processing with initial implementation 
in Morocco and Turkey. In the past, these claims have 
been stressful and painful to manage for consumers. A 
seamless digital claims journey, therefore, is an important 
lever in improving customer experience. This innovation 
comes at an important moment in the industry. With 
the expected increase in motor business, and with 
the examples of new entrants such as ZhongAn and 
Lemonade who have successfully attracted customers 
through comprehensive digital journeys, the A.Iconic 
Claim initiative proposes to help entities radically 
transform the claims journey using smart data and AI 
to benefit their customers, their partners, and AXA. 
Specifically, the project will innovate and bring excellence 
in claims by helping AXA become a trusted orchestrator 
of digital services throughout the motor claims journey. 

“AXA INM wants to turbo-boost the claims experience 
by leveraging common smart data and A.I. services 
across AXA International Entities around the world. 
As a result we initiated an innovative project that 
wants to create a common cloud ecosystem, 
globally accessible, where all the entities will be 
able to access and re-use innovative A.I. Claims 
solutions, independently of their backend systems. 
This project is a game changer in our entities, it has 
been really appreciated in the company and it is now 
being scaled-up in different Entities across AXA and 
different LoB.

Claims is a critical touchpoint for our customers  
but also is critical in terms of business performance. 
Improving the claims journey can be a critical 
differentiator in the market. An innovative project 
such as the A.Iconic Claims initiative proposes to help 
entities radically transform the claims journey using 
smart data and AI to benefit their customers, their 
partners, and AXA.” - Vincent Tranchimand, Chief 
Customer and Operations Officer

Generali Deep Property aggregates various satellite 
and aerial data, street-level images, and potentially 
pictures collected by smartphones, as well as API calls 
to automatically derive features of properties under 

assessment. This, combined with neighborhood quality 
indicators in urban areas, assists in the assessment or 
reassessment risk of building portfolios. The artificial 
intelligence software works on top of the current building 
management system to manage the heating, ventilation  
and air conditioning completely autonomously based on 
the local weather forecast. 
 
HDFC Life simplifies the customer journey by 
implementing a suite of Vision AI tools which enable 
customer authentication, automated quote generation 
and efficient document processing to ensure that the 
customer experience is simple. This is an important 
intervention in India, where buying insurance online is 
intimidating for non-native digital users. The vision AI 
application complements the other work around text and 
voice AI, helping to digitize and simplify the insurance 
purchase journey. 

Pervasive AI
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“With the speed and volume of change and disruption ever increasing, an 
organization needs to constantly change the way we look at our business 
and our customer. The customer today is also spoilt with choice and is 
expecting to get the same experience irrespective of the organization 
touchpoint. It is imperative that as an organization we build agility to 
expand and contract ourselves as per the need of the customer and as 
per the touchpoint. This is only possible if you keep re-imagining your 
business and embrace the right technology for the right use case.

While our competitors have developed solutions around text AI and 
speech AI via normal chat bots, very few of them have implemented 
anything significant in computer vision applications. Moreover, being 
an early tech adopter in the insurance segment, our digitization proved 
useful during the pandemic as our response time to provide digital 
only service was very short. The pandemic has also inspired a spurt in 
generation of more visual elements like photos and videos, our initiatives 
in vision AI stand us in good stead here too.” - Francis Rodrigues, Sr. Vice 
President of Innovation, Business Insights and Data Labs.

AI defines the insurance experience, and the  
insurance experience defines how AI is used
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Embedded ecosystems
Ecosystems continue to transform 
insurance. By blending insurance 
with other value propositions and 
distribution models, insurers can 
provide value in new ways and reach 
customers that they would not have 
accessed otherwise. While this trend 
isn’t new, it has certainly intensified in 
the past year. 

Recent research for the Technology 
Vision for Insurance 2021 confirms 
that the majority of insurance 
executives (84%) consider ecosystems 
an important strategy while 54% of 
insurance executives are actively 
seeking ecosystem capabilities.1

Baloise focuses on establishing, improving and reinventing its ecosystem of home services for home-
owners, tenants and landlords. By partnering with Houzy, Baloise is continuing to strengthen its 
footprint in the home ecosystem and can offer its home services, such as Batmaid, Bubblebox, and 
MOVU as well as its household insurance services on the Houzy platform, thereby adding valuable 
offerings to the platform.

“In line with our next strategic phase ‘Simply Safe Season II’, Baloise continues its endeavors in the 
home ecosystem, striving to become an essential partner in people’s everyday lives. Cooperating 
with Houzy, we provide a holistic customer experience to new homeowners and existing property 
owners, integrating a continuously growing set of home-related services in one single platform, 
ensuring a frictionless customer journey for all home-related customer needs. 

Like many other insurers, Baloise lacks recurring touchpoints with existing customers. Moreover, the 
customer touchpoints are usually negatively connotated, i.e., the payment notification for next year’s 
premium or a claims situation. Therefore, establishing a platform with a multitude of services for 
homeowners was one approach for Baloise to create relevant customer touchpoints with a positive 
association. For us, it is all about initiating and maintaining long-term customer relationships, which 
define our raison d’être for our customers in the long run.” - Matthias Ruefenacht, Baloise, New 
Business Manager

1 Insurance Technology Trends 2021 | Accenture
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Mitsui Sumitomo’s RisTech (Risk × Technology) services forms and utilizes a data ecosystem with 
client companies and partners regardless of industry. This has two priority applications: smart 
mobility and maintenance of social infrastructure are well underway combining IOT, image, big data 
& AI. As the first new service in the industry, data scientists from MSI and their partners utilize various 
kinds of data including the data possessed by suppliers and partners such as in-vehicle equipment 
manufacturers, chemical manufacturers, in addition to accident data held by the company to offer 
risk analysis and reports, develop risk models to provide new value in the risk management beyond 
existing insurance.

Wakam has developed a self-service application that allows their partners to autonomously design 
products end to end. Partners can define their KYC, create their product, connect to our APIs and  
e-sign the contract and take control of the creation and life cycle of their products. 

The interface and workflow is designed to facilitate the creation, integration and distribution of 
insurance products in just a few clicks for insurance specialists or e-retailers. Once a product 
is configured, the end-customer will have access to a self-care portal in order to manage their 
contracts and submit a claim in a few steps. These requests are managed automatically within 
Wakam’s blockchain.

Ecosystems continue to be a core 
tenet of transformation in insurance

VISIBLE

Making the 
exceptional
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Millennial and younger consumers (18 – 34) express 
the greatest interest in digital offerings that help them 
make safer, healthier, and more sustainable choices. 
However, 58% of consumers aged 55+ say they would 
share significant data for personalized services to help 
them prevent injury and loss—an increase of 24% in 
just two years.2 

Generali Wailon’s Staiwel is an interactive, simple 
and intuitive integrated platform dedicated to the well-
being of employees and their families, which presents 
promotions, goods and services on exclusive terms. 
Through a single entry point, Staiwell offers access 
to everything that the company offers in terms of 
welfare, in response to two main needs identified on 
the market: simplification for the employee, who no 
longer needs to move between multiple environments 
and the enhancement of all corporate reward policies, 
with an effective, engaging and communicative user 
experience. With a wide selection of services and a 
simple user journey, Staiwel is a sustainable, digital 
wellness tool that users return to. 

UnipolSai combines a full customer view and health 
provider ecosystem with a proactive service model 

to define dynamic omnichannel customers. This 
insight is delivered according to the client needs, the 
touchpoint and the available information including 
when applicable new AI based channels. Focus areas 
include the health ecosystem and proactive service 
model based on dynamic customer journeys, creating 
an omnichannel experience with AI support and 
simplifying user processes and optimizing interfaces 
with a full customer view. 

The Mapfre-Savia digital platform leverages 
Savia’s digital capabilities (Multi-cloud, microservice 
architecture, integration layer,) and its healthcare 
provider ecosystem and extends it to other sectors 
to strengthen Mapfre’s relationship with customers. 
During the path to product creation, Savia decided to 
build a digital platform that supports the business by 
providing the full stack of digital capabilities needed 
to be successful in the challenge: Digital culture, 
agile execution, customer centric, data-enabled and 
integration technologies have been the key enabler 
points that support the business growth. As a result, 
they are able to provide an enhanced and holistic 
customer experience. 

“In my opinion a lot of lessons could be taken from 
MAPFRE Savia’s experience. First of all, the real 
possibility to build a stronger relationship with their 
customers through value added services. Second, 
to cocreate the product with the user, in an iterative 
way. And third, to work closely with third parties, 
start-ups in particular, to be more flexible and agile, 
to better serve the customer needs.” – Pedro Díaz 
Yuste, MAPPRE Digital Health CEO

Health and 
wellness solutions 
are being 
accelerated in the 
insurance sector

Phygital health and wellness
While the Covid-19 pandemic certainly had a role to play in increasing the attractiveness and value of phygital 
solutions, it has now gone way beyond that. Health and wellness value propositions are being accelerated by 
the new, digitally-enabled world, allowing insurers to expand their suite of services to clients. 

2 Consumer Insurance Trends for 2021 | Accenture 
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Workforce transformation
Last year kick-started the biggest insurance 
workforce transformation in living memory, as 
insurance leaders pivoted to keep their businesses 
going and employees safe during the pandemic. 
This required new, collaborative processes, and the 
technology to match. According to Accenture’s 
Technology Vision 2021 for Insurance, almost half 
of insurance executives (43%) reported investing 
in digital collaboration tools and 48% say they have 
invested in cloud-enabled tools and technologies 
to support their remote workforce during COVID-19. 
While many countries are now in a state of 
economic recovery, new ways of working – and the 
efficiencies they unlock – are here to stay. 

AKSigorta has set up a cross-functional platform 
within the organization to gain a competitive 
advantage, create new markets and build new 
capabilities. Eliminating organizational silos, 
the platforms help AK Sigorta transform from 
a channel-based way of working to an agile 

and output-focused way of working. The cross-
functional platform model is a phenomenal cultural 
transformation for Aksigorta. This new model 
leverages data and digital technologies, enabling 
a completely different future for the company with 
this new way of working. It is now developing new 
competencies within the organization, creating new 
markets and products, always seeking innovative 
products and services.

“Innovative ideas could only emerge and gain 
scale in a collaborative, open and visible business 
culture. Having a structured mechanism in 
place is essential for creating such culture. 
Aksigorta platforms serve this purpose perfectly. 
With this new way of working; we empower all 
our employees to join cross functional teams 
to develop new value propositions in a wide 
spectrum of innovation in digital, analytics, 
customer centricity and new technologies. We 
enable development of key skills with structured 

training programs and most critically assure 
execution in an agile way with short and simple 
cycles. This makes us a great place to grow 
for our employees and acts as an enabler to 
assure future proof business while keeping our 
high performance today.” - Esra Öge, Head of 
Strategy, Transformation and Digital Channels 

Liberty Seguros applies gamification to the training 
environment. They also use a gamification strategy 
to integrate all commercial and development 
actions from the deployment of the strategy to day-
to-day commercial activities such as registering a 
visit, training a broker, identifying an opportunity or 
conduct product training. The visual elements and 
dynamics of the game help to make routine tasks a 
pleasant and motivating experience in addition to 
proving to be a great ally in the dissemination of the 
culture of sharing good practices among the  
sales team.

The Efma-Accenture Innovation In Insurance Awards 202115
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“Our proposal was to apply gamification, not only to the training 
environment (where it is normally applied), but as a way to integrate the 
different functionalities, commercial actions and development actions 
in a game context, giving a new breadth and relevance to this trend of 
gamification. By itself, the application of gamification in the insurance 
market is already a step towards innovation, it is more common for 
these elements to be used in training or operational activities such as 
call centers, but we have opened the spectrum to deploy from strategy 
deployment to commercial activities day-to-day activities such as 
registering a visit, training a broker, identifying a business opportunity 
or training a product. 

Gamification generates changes in behavior and learning in a playful 
way, enhancing the positive associations in our brain. We believe it is 
a long-term trend in an increasingly virtual world.” - Renan Almendro, 
Sales Planning Manager 

Bajaj Allianz employs an AI-powered, personalized learning experience 
platform called SkillCity for its people. It is learner centric and addresses 
each employee’s ever-evolving learning needs on a real-time basis. The 
platform’s powerful recommendation engine is made possible by a state-
of-the-art AI, making content relevant to each individual based on a variety 
of factors. SkillSity has been helpful in driving a self-directed digital learning 
culture. Employees today feel empowered as they can choose what and how 
they want to learn, at a time convenient to them through a medium of their 
choice. These factors have been key enablers in strengthening our learning 
culture leading to a significant shift towards self-directed learning.

Insurers need to navigate the biggest 
workforce transformation in living memory 
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This important trend is a societal issue and a customer 
request. Millennial and younger consumers (18 – 34) 
have expressed greater interest in digital offerings that 
help them make safer, healthier, and more sustainable 
choices, with digital experiences that encourage 
sustainable travel and shopping practices.3 In the long 
term, sustainability is the start of a new mission for 
insurers to be sensitive to what they can do to improve 
the climate situation and society at large.

Bâloise Luxembourg’s Drive Electric initiative has 
taken the approach of embedding sustainability into 
their product offering and incentivize clients to adopt 
sustainable behaviors. As a result, it is the first motor 
policy that provides services to help clients switching  
to electric vehicles. It offers a card and an app that 
allows clients to recharge in 180,000 stations in Europe. 
Clients can order, via a digital platform, an all-in-one 
package including a recharging station, its installation 
and the required advice services. 

“Consumers often think buying an insurance is 
a commodity. At Bâloise we think that product 
innovation must simplify the life of clients by 
including added value services along consumer 
journey. In that sense, our car insurance Drive 
Electric is an innovation that brings insurance.” - 
Cédric Rochet, Chief Innovation Officer at Bâloise 
Assurances

BNP Paribas Cardif is taking a completely different 
approach with the introduction of Smarty+. In order to 
contribute to the extension of smartphones' lifecycle, 
Smarty+ extends mobile insurance to cover second-
hand devices. The carrier is convinced that mobile 
insurance plays a positive role in extending the lifecycle 
of smartphones: being able to insure a second-hand 

phone will help customers to feel secure when making 
the 'green' choice. The prerequisite was to be able to 
check the device’s condition prior to the subscription, 
to see if all parts work (screen, plug). This technological 
innovation allows the carrier to address environmental 
challenges, helping clients to make eco-friendly 
decisions securely. 

“In line with our mission 'Making insurance more 
accessible', BNP Paribas Cardif’s new insurance 
service gives more flexibility to build sustainable 
insurance offer. This enables us to respond to our 
partners and customers’ needs and encourage 
circularity of second-hand devices in the best 
and most positive way! ” Hayat Ouraghi, Senior 
Relationship Manager for Telecommunication 
Companies

Generali Germany’s AI Meets Sustainability is one of 
this year’s submissions showing the way for insurers. The 
Usage of AI enables sustainability and cost reduction in 
Generali buildings The AI software works on top of the 
current building management system. It dynamically 
manages the heating, ventilation and air conditioning 
autonomously based on the local weather forecast 
and generates substantial savings. In fact, Generali is 
expecting a reduction of the energy consumption, CO2 
emissions and therefore lowering of costs by 20%.

“As an international insurance group, we believe we 
must promote and implement innovative solutions 
to contribute to a more sustainable economy and 
society. The usage of artificial intelligence enables 
sustainability, cost and CO2 reduction in our 
buildings.”- Bacim Ramony, Generali Germany,  
Head of Corporate Property Management

Insurance  
goes green

Sustainability is a standout 
trend for insurers. Going green is 
no longer a nice-to-have. Insurers 
are starting to incorporate 
sustainability practices into 
their value propositions in a way 
that is integrated and authentic. 

3 Consumer Insurance Trends for 2021 | Accenture 
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Conclusion
The insurers leading the charge are those that 
are bold enough to innovate their offerings, 
partnerships, workforce and approach to 
sustainability. Innovation is no longer the realm 
of a handful of insurers. It is a strategic driver that 
every insurer is employing to survive in the market 
– now and in the future. As the trends above 
show, this transformation will reshape insurance 
businesses and their interactions with customers 
and related markets for the better, resulting in 
contented customers and, hopefully, a greener 
future for the planet.

At Accenture, we help our clients to co-
create innovative solutions and reimagine 
their insurance businesses for a rapidly 
changing world. Speak to us about how we 
can transform your business into a leading 
innovator in the insurance industry.
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Meet the team Our team comprises of leaders with a 
depth of global insurance experience.

Kenneth  
Saldanha

Daniele 
Presutti

Jim 
Bramblet

Naoyuki 
Shibata

Meet Kenneth Meet Daniele Meet Jim Meet Naoyuki

Global Lead - Industry 
Sector, Insurance

Senior Managing Director, 
DIN Chairman - Insurance 
Lead, Europe

Managing Director - 
Insurance Lead,  
North America

Senior Managing Director 
- Insurance Lead, Growth 
Markets
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About the awards

2021 Award Winners

The Efma–Accenture Innovation in Insurance Awards were launched 
in 2016 to recognize and promote innovation. Encouraging insurers to 
explore new ways of growing their business, the awards celebrate the 
best new ideas that are transforming our industry—and serve to spark 
further innovation.

Global Innovator 2021 
Assicurazioni Generali 
 
Country:  
Italy

Generali was named Global 
Innovator 2021 for its innovation 
in introducing several products, 
including its Smart Automation 
Centre of Excellence, the Vehicle 
Ownership Lifecycle Digital 
Management, and its use of AI-
augmented underwriting, which 
uses geospatial data. General 
illustrated that innovation is part 
of its DNA: its heritage, present 
and future. "Innovation & Digital 
Transformation" is one of the three 
pillars of their strategy, proven by 
its commitment to invest 1bn€ to 

transform their organisation. Their 
vision "Innovation Everywhere for 
Everyone" means innovation is not 
just limited to their 15+ dedicated 
teams, 100+ Champions, 1 global 
community but is embedded in 
the daily efforts of their 70.000 
colleagues in ~400 companies 
and 50+ countries. In 2020 
this translated in hundreds of 
innovation projects, of which 82 
were co-financed centrally. 
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AXA XL’s Construction Ecosystem 
is a digital network of innovative 
products and services focused on 
advancing technology adoption 
among construction customers 
to help them reduce business 
risk, solve customer problems 
and improve business results. The 
service includes an assessment of 

customer technology adoption, 
technology curation, personalized 
consulting, and tech-forward 
insurance products. Technologies 
included in this ecosystem are 
artificial intelligence, digital 
services, drones, extended reality, 
and wearable technologies.

Connected Insurance 
& Ecosystems 2021  
AXA XL 
 
Innovation:  
Construction Ecosystem 

Country:  
USA

AI Quote takes quoting to the 
next level. Using AI Quote, brokers 
and clients can upload a PDF or 
pictures of competitor insurance 
and investment documents via 
phone or computer, and receive 
an equivalent Discovery quote 
in seconds. The entire journey 
can be completed in under 

two minutes. By removing sales 
friction and automatically carrying 
out comparisons, AI Quote 
enhances Discovery’s exposure 
to potential clients and improves 
its performance for each product, 
attracts brokers to sell its products, 
and improves accuracy of 
replacements.

Core Insurance 
Transformation 2021 
Discovery 
 
Innovation:  
AI Quote 

Country:  
South Africa
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With Covid-19 putting a strain on 
the healthcare system in Italy, 
Generali developed WellionAPP 
to help users more easily access 
health services for daily and 

specialized needs. The app assists 
users to search within the health 
network for appropriate services 
and book an appointment; or book 
a teleconsultation.Customer  

Experience 2021  
Generali 
 
Innovation:  
Welion

Country:  
Italy

Did you know that a baby cry is 
a universal language? The baby 
translator recognizes the five basic 
needs a baby has—i.e. hunger, 
stomach pain, burp, wet nappy, 
sleepy. As part of Generali’s focus 
on being a Lifetime Partner, it offers 
young parents a “BabyT” (baby 

translator) AI device. The voice 
algorithm of BabyT is delivered by 
Swiss start-up Zoundream, with 
baby cry data collected by House 
of InsurTech Switzerland (HITS) to 
enhance the algorithm. Parents 
give the device a NPS of +34, and 
rate accuracy at 3.5 out of 5.

Insurtech 2021  
HITS, Generali,  
Jenoit, Zoundream  
 
Innovation:  
bAIby – The AI-based 

Baby Cry Translator

Country:  
Switzerland
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Baloise expects a boom in the 
sale of electric cars, but switching 
to electric can be complex. Drive 
Electric insurance will insure 
customers’ electric cars but also 
provides key value-add services, 
such as helping clients set up a 

charging station at home and 
offering a card that gives them 
access to 180,000 recharging 
stations in Europe. This is the first 
insurance specifically branded 
for electric cars that also provides 
‘switch’ services.

Product & Service 
Innovation 2021 
Baloise 
 
Innovation:  
Drive Electric

Country:  
Italy

The Generali We SHARE App is the 
first app created at Group level 
to reach employees worldwide. 
It is the go-to destination for 
members of We SHARE, the first 
share plan for Group employees. 
The app gives updates about 
the We SHARE Plan, Generali’s 
strategy and performance, and 

company news, and offers a 
financial literacy program. With 
over 5,000 users, the app is a 
convenient, user-friendly tool that 
provides an overview of initiatives 
at Generali—an all-inclusive source 
of information that makes it easy to 
keep up to date.

Workforce 
Transformation 2021  
Assicurazioni Generali  
 
Innovation:  
We SHARE App

Country:  
Italy
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Accenture is a global professional services company 
with leading capabilities in digital, cloud and 
security. Combining unmatched experience and 
specialized skills across more than 40 industries, 
we offer Strategy and Consulting, Interactive, 
Technology and Operations services — all powered 
by the world’s largest network of Advanced 
Technology and Intelligent Operations centers. 
Our 569,000 people deliver on the promise of 
technology and human ingenuity every day, serving 
clients in more than 120 countries. We embrace 
the power of change to create value and shared 
success for our clients, people, shareholders, 
partners and communities.  
 
Visit us at www.accenture.com

A non-profit organization created in 1971 by 
leading banks and insurance companies, Efma 
iscelebrating this year its 50th anniversary.
Counting now a network of 120 financial groups  
in 133 countries all around the world, Efma 
facilitates networking between decision-makers. 
It provides quality insights to help banks and 
insurance companies make the right decisions  
to foster innovation and drive their transformation. 
Headquartered in Paris. Offices in London, 
Brussels, Barcelona, Stockholm, Bratislava,  
Dubai, Milan, Montreal, Istanbul, Beijing, Tokyo  
and Singapore.  
 
Learn more www.efma.com

ABOUT ACCENTURE INSURANCE

Accenture’s Insurance industry group helps P&C 
insurers, life carriers and reinsurers redefine their 
business and operating models, enhance the digital 
experience for customers, and position themselves 
for growth in a digital economy.  
 
To learn more, visit www.accenture.com/insurance
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